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Resistance to antifolates in Plasmodium falciparum is
well described and has been observed in clinical settings for decades. At the molecular level, point mutations in the dhfr gene that lead to resistance have been
identiﬁed, and the crystal structure of the wildtype and
mutant dihydrofolate reductase enzymes have been solved
in complex with native substrate and drugs. However,
we are only beginning to understand the complexities
of the evolutionary pressures that lead to the evolution
of drug resistance in this system. Microbial systems that
allow heterologous expression of malarial proteins provide a tractable way to investigate patterns of evolution
that can inform our eventual understanding of the more
complex factors that inﬂuence the evolution of drug resistance in clinical settings. In this paper we will review work
in Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae expression
systems that explore the ﬁtness landscape of mutations implicated in drug resistance and show that (i) a limited number of
evolutionary pathways to resistance are followed with high
probability; (ii) ﬁtness costs associated with the maintenance
of high levels of resistance are modest; and (iii) different
antifolates may exert opposing selective forces.

Introduction
Resistance to antifolate drugs targeted at disrupting the folate
pathway in Plasmodium is well described and has been
observed in clinical settings for decades. Noted as early
as 1969 in murine malaria, pyrimethamine resistance was
observed to occur ‘in a single step’ (Diggens et al. 1970).
Once resistance arises, pyrimethamine is no longer able to
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effectively bind P. falciparum dihydrofolate reductase (PfDHFR) in order to disrupt the folate pathway and interfere with
DNA and amino acid synthesis (Sibley et al. 2001; Gregson
and Plowe 2005). At the molecular level, the ‘single step’ to
resistance came to be associated with particular point mutations in the dhfr gene that codes for dihydrofolate reductase (Cowman et al. 1988; Peterson et al. 1988). The most
commonly observed amino acid changes in PfDHFR are
A16V, N51I, C59R, S108N/T, and I164L. Homology modelling of wildtype and mutant PfDHFR enzymes show that
these mutations occur mostly near the active site and may
cause steric interference with the docking of competitively
inhibiting antifolates (Rastelli et al. 2000).
While the molecular basis for antifolate resistance is well
understood, we are only beginning to understand the complexities of the evolutionary pressures that lead to the evolution of drug resistance in this system. Microbial systems that
allow heterologous expression of malarial proteins provide
a tractable way to investigate patterns of evolution that can
inform our eventual understanding of the more complex factors that inﬂuence the evolution of drug resistance in clinical
settings. Such systems have been developed in S. cerevisiae
(Wooden et al. 1997) and in E. coli (Sirawaraporn et al. 1990;
Chusacultanachai et al. 2002) in which endogenous DHFR
is knocked out by mutation or inhibited, respectively, and
replaced by plasmids carrying various alleles of the parasite
pfdhfr gene.
Using targeted mutagenesis to create the mutant amino
acids most regularly associated with drug resistance, all possible combinations of these mutations are constructed. These
studies focus on mutations already known to be associated
with drug resistance in the ﬁeld, and thus explore a well
deﬁned but limited portion of the adaptive landscape. Studies of the wider landscape of drug-resistance mutations generated by selection in laboratory experiments would also be
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of great interest, but have not as yet been applied to malaria
DHFR.
Drug resistance values are determined using growth rate
assays where growth rate in the presence or the absence
of drug functions as a proxy for ﬁtness. Using the ‘ﬁtness’
(resistance) values obtained in this manner, it is possible to
completely reconstruct the underlying adaptive landscape for
the speciﬁc mutations in response to a particular drug. Evolutionary pathways (also called trajectories) are then determined by computer simulations that probe the landscape to
discover the most probable progression of evolution. Brown
et al. (2010) provide a detailed description of this approach.
In this paper, we will review the results of work in E. coli
and S. cerevisiae expression systems showing that a limited
number of evolutionary pathways to resistance are followed
the vast majority of the time. These experiments also indicate that ﬁtness costs associated with the maintenance of high
levels of resistance are modest, and that different antifolates
may exert opposing selective forces.

Highway to resistance: accessibility of ﬁtness peaks
on the adaptive landscape
Studies of beta-lactamases in bacteria have shown that only
a limited number of pathways to antibiotic resistance are
accessible to evolution, largely due to the existence of
epistatic interactions among mutant sites within the gene
coding for the enzyme (Weinreich et al. 2006; Salverda
et al. 2011). In a study using an E. coli expression system, Lozovsky and colleagues used the measurement of the
half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) to simulate the
evolution of pyrimethamine resistance from the wildtype to
the most drug resistant (quadruple) mutant of P. falciparum
DHFR (Lozovsky et al. 2009). Their results show that one
pathway accounts for more than half of the pathways that
lead to pyrimethamine resistance. Moreover, the top three
most likely pathways accounted for almost 90% of all realizations of the evolution of drug resistance. Similarly, a
study conducted by Brown et al. (2010) assayed all combinations of ﬁve sites in a yeast system and found that the top
three most likely pathways leading from the wildtype to the
most highly resistant quadruple mutant account for approximately 85% of realizations of pyrimethamine resistance.
Evaluating the pathways to chlorcycloguanil resistance in the
same yeast system suggests that the trend of a few pathways dominating the evolutionary landscape is not merely a
function of the type of antifolate being assayed, as the top
ﬁve pathways account for over 80% of total pathway realizations for resistance to chlorcycloguanil (Costanzo et al.
2011).
The ﬁnding that very few mutational trajectories account
for most of the probability of realization is thus robust to
variability in experimental design. Expression in a prokaryotic versus eukaryotic system did not reveal substantially different numbers of pathways traversed. Neither did the addition of a ﬁfth site in the pyrimethamine study with yeast
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materially change the degree of accessibility of the landscape or lead to a wider variety of trajectories being followed than four sites did in the pyrimethamine study with
bacteria. The ﬁndings in these experimental systems correlate well with ﬁeld data where a few mutations dominate and
are repeatedly observed in the same combinations, despite
having independent origins (Mita et al. 2008).
The ﬁndings for PfHDFR contrast with those for bacterial
beta lactamase. Whereas only a handful of mutations recovered from natural populations or found in laboratory experiments appear to contribute signiﬁcantly to the resistance
of PfDHFR to pyrimethamine or chlorcycloguanyl (Peterson
et al. 1988; Chusacultanachai et al. 2002), amino acid replacements at up to 60 sites in beta lactamase appear to contribute to resistance to ﬁrst, second, third, or fourth generation cephalosporins, monobactams, and beta lactamase
inhibitors such as amoxicillin, aztreonam, ceftazidime, cephalosporin, cefotaxime, cefuroxime, and cefepime (Salverda
et al. 2010). Further, while experimental evolution of PfDHFR follows only a few evolutionary pathways with high
probability, more pathways are available in the experimental evolution of beta lactamase, especially when the mutational landscape is opened wide by error-prone PCR ampliﬁcation (Salverda et al. 2011). Even in that case, however, the
initial mutations largely determine which of the alternative
pathways remain accessible (Salverda et al. 2011).

All mutations are not created equal: compensatory
mutations and the cost of antifolate resistance
In the evolution of drug resistance in prokaryotes, there
is often a pattern of initial loss of ﬁtness due to drugresistance mutations arising early, which is followed by compensatory mutations restoring ﬁtness even in the absence
of drug (Andersson 2006). In PfDHFR, there is no necessary pattern of kinetic or catalytic trade-off between attaining
antifolate resistance and maintaining ﬁtness in the absence
of drug pressure. Mutations leading to an increase in drugresistance may have neutral, beneﬁcial, or detrimental effects
on enzyme function on the native substrate (Sirawaraporn
et al. 1997; Sandefur et al. 2007).
In determining the evolutionary trajectories most often
followed under pyrimethamine pressure, both bacterial and
yeast assays yielded no evidence that attaining drug resistance necessarily entails a loss of ﬁtness in the absence of
drug (Lozovsky et al. 2009; Brown et al. 2010). Early steps
in the evolutionary trajectory sometimes do increase drug
resistance at the cost of ﬁtness in the absence of drug. Later
steps in the pathway, however, incorporate compensatory
mutations that restore the growth rate in the absence of drug
to near wildtype levels while greatly increasing resistance to
the pyrimethamine (Brown et al. 2010).
The major implication of these ﬁndings is clear. The alleles
present on the most likely pathways in computer simulations
correlate to those observed in clinical settings. This ﬁnding
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implies that the highly resistant triple and quadruple alleles
are likely to be stably maintained in the population even in
the absence of drug pressure, as there is no discernible cost
associated with maintaining drug resistance. Field observations have hinted that this may be the case, with parasites
carrying the resistant genotype being present even after drug
pressure is relaxed (Walliker et al. 2005).
Interestingly, the evolutionary trajectories followed on
these adaptive landscapes also explain some observations
that show resistant alleles to decrease in frequency once drug
pressure is removed. Two examples from ﬁeld studies in
different parts of the world serve to illustrate this point. The
single mutant S108N is often the ﬁrst step in resistance in the
ﬁeld and the most often accessed ﬁrst mutation in computer
simulations. In the Sudan, S108N was observed to decline
in frequency in the absence of drug pressure (Abdel-Muhsin
et al. 2004), which is explained by the lower relative ﬁtness of the single mutant to the wildtype in the absence of
drug and the fact that compensatory mutations have not yet
arisen. Similarly, a decline in the major allele N51I-S108NI164L, which is associated with pyrimethamine resistance in
Peru, was observed concomitantly with a rise in frequency of
S108N after pyrimethamine was withdrawn in that country
(Zhou et al. 2008). S108N ranks higher than N51I-S108NI164L in terms of ﬁtness in the absence of drug, although
both mutants do worse than the wildtype, and S108N may
thus be expected to out-compete the triple mutant in the
absence of drug pressure. N51I-S108N-I164L is more resistant to pyrimethamine than S108N, thus maintaining a higher
frequency while drug pressure was being applied. Examination of simulated pathways that contain this particular triple
mutant show that S108N is unlikely to be the ﬁrst step in
these pathways. This observation correlates well with the fact
that the S108N single mutant occurs on a different haplotype
from N51I-S108N-I164L and is thus unlikely to be merely a
reversion.
Resistance to chlorcycloguanil may similarly be maintained with compensatory mutations ameliorating the cost
of drug resistance, although this ﬁnding is less ubiquitous
than in the case of pyrimethamine (Costanzo et al. 2011).
In chlorcycloguanil, the clearest example is that of the double mutant A16V-S108T, also a prime example of sign
epistasis, where the initial S108T mutation loses relative
ﬁtness in the absence of drug. Fitness is restored by the subsequent addition of A16V. More commonly observed pathways enable the acquisition of resistance to chlorcycloguanil
with fewer concessions in ﬁtness in the absence of drug than
observed with pyrimethamine, as progression towards chlorcycloguanil resistance frequently follows paths that differ
from those followed for pyrimethamine resistance.

An antifolate by any other name: overlapping
landscapes reveal distinctive pathways
Antibiotic cross-resistance to drugs of the same class is perhaps an expected occurrence, explained by the similar target,

structure, and mode of action in closely related drugs. And,
in fact, the description of malaria cross-resistance to antifolates in a mouse system (Thompson and Bayles 1968) is
only one interesting aspect of the ﬁndings in that early study.
An important and unexpected feature of antifolate crossresistance is that cross-resistance is asymmetrical. Malarial
strains selected for chlorcycloguanil resistance showed
broader resistance to pyrimethamine than strains selected for
pyrimethamine resistance.
The nature of the asymmetry in cross-resistance can be
understood in the light of the underlying adaptive landscapes. The adaptive landscapes for pyrimethamine and
chlorcycloguanil do overlap, but they are not congruent.
For instance, in both systems, the triple mutant N51IC59R-S108N and the quadruple mutant N51I-C59R-S108NI164L show high resistance, although the relative degrees
of resistance differ. The triple mutant N51I-C59R-S108N
is observed in many different parts of the world and
pyrimethamine is nearly ineffective against this strain (Wang
et al. 1997; Nzila-Mounda et al. 1998). Chlorcycloguanil is
effective against the triple mutant N51I-C59R-S108N, the
same combination of mutations that renders pyrimethamine
ineffective, while the addition of the mutation I164L leads
to failure to clear parasites when treated with either compound (Nzila-Mounda et al. 1998; Kublin et al. 2002).
I164L is observed to often be incorporated as the last
mutational step leading to high pyrimethamine resistance
(Sibley et al. 2001), which corresponds to a high likelihood
of it being incorporated last or second to last in simulated trajectories (Lozovsky et al. 2009; Brown et al. 2010). In contrast, the I164L may be observed at earlier steps in the chlorcycloguanil landscape (Costanzo et al. 2011), thus leading
to an allele generally more resistant to a broader spectrum
of antifolates. Based on the knowledge of evolutionary trajectories for each drug, this type of situation could thus be
explain asymmetry in resistance such as that observed in the
Thompson and Bayles (1968) study.

Conclusion: transgenic systems reveal evolutionary
trends
A theoretical work published in Journal of Genetics (Agur
and Slobodkin 1986) looked at the interplay between the biological parameter of interest (in our case the pfdhfr allele)
and the environmental parameter of interest (in our case
the speciﬁc drug used) and found that the environmental changes affect the shape of the adaptive landscape and
thus the pattern of evolution. The adaptive landscapes for
pyrimethamine and chlorcycloguanil hold to this supposition
and underscore the transcendence of evolutionary principles
when properly applied to different systems. While transgenic
systems cannot and should not replace in vivo experimentation, the tractability and ﬂexibility of such systems should
be exploited to inform work done in the parasites. Perhaps
most importantly, these systems allow exploration of the patterns and constraints of evolution in such a way as to provide
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a glimpse into processes governing the much more complex
phenomenon that is drug resistance in nature.
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